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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
elsa kot has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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buhonero
hawker, the Sandarin well.  " BACHOR " the noble language, also called grey Elvish...language of Beleriand in SdiA
designated as Bachor " Hawker "  ( 41 merchant; i machor " 34 hawker and Peddler " 34 bach;   ( article ) to trade.

chusito
chusito means poor...commonly said to people with difficulties or also poorly dressed or untidy

crinografia
It can be narrative history of a kind of echinoderms that live at the bottom of the sea resemble the liro called crinoid or
crinoid

cunshi
Cunshi, character in the novel Huasipungo Jorge Icasa. Wife of Andres Chiliquinga.Nombre Quechua that means
"Concepcion ".Documented as Hipocoristicos.quichuas of the Ecuador.

huemantzin
nahuatl vocabulary writes uemantsin means " Venerable son of 34 weather; It is considered the first man or the Adam of
the Aztec world that has mixcoatl veneration in the ancient Kingdom of tollan xicotitlan ( Today Tula de Allende )

maizotl
is a meaning of Indians in mexico of the maize God... food from the body of the cuezcomatl region

multidisciplinario
people, animals or things arranged in various disciplines, whatever someone or something can do or serve various
disciplines

munir
Munir.. .means attach...example go document provide

roleta
Roleta-Rola or roletazo name used in baseball to the batted ball whose career is by ground and not rises.


